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Abstract
Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) of millimeters in length have been grown by an atmospherical pressure thermal Chemical Vapor Deposition (CVD).
The experimental parameters controlling the growth have been systematically studied. Growth mechanism is investigated by TEM and a pulsed
growth technique. Growth kinetics is revealed by studying time dependence of CNT length. We discuss that our high CNT yield is achieved by a
combination of intermediate growth rate and long catalyst lifetime.
© 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
High yield carbon nanotube (CNT) synthesis is desired for
many composite materials and mechanical applications due to
their high strength and light weight [1–3], they also have very
promising applications in electronics, such as super-capacitor
electrodes [2,4]. Recently, CNT forests of millimeter-long have
been demonstrated by thermal Chemical Vapor Deposition
(CVD) [5–8]. However, most of these studies are based on an
empirical optimization of growth conditions and a systematical
investigation is still needed for a better understanding about the
effect of different experimental parameters (e.g. deposition
temperature, carbon precursor feeding rate) on the growth.
Moreover, for high yield CNT growth, while Fe supported on
alumina is commonly used as the catalyst, Fe particles have
been reported to be active for significantly different times,
ranging from 4 min to over 30 h, with growth rates varying from
10 to 300 µm/min [3,5,6,8,11,14,17]. Further investigations are
therefore needed to understand the detailed mechanisms
governing the poisoning and lifetime of the catalyst.
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Here, we present a systematical study on thermal CVD
growth of millimeter-long CNTs under atmospherical pressure,
using alumina supported Fe as catalyst and C2H2 as carbon
precursor. The growth mechanism and kinetics are investigated.
The importance of optimizing growth rate and catalyst lifetime
for millimeter-long CNTs is discussed.
2. Experimental
As the catalyst, high purity Fe (over 99.9%) thin films
(~1 nm) are thermally evaporated on top of n-type silicon (100)
wafer with 200 nm thermally grown silicon oxide and 10 nm
sputtered alumina. The silicon oxide and alumina layer can
effectively prevent the formation of metal silicides at temperatures greater than 750 °C[9,10]. Alumina can also effectively
prevent excessive sintering of Fe particles at elevated temperature
(e.g.~750 °C) due to its thermal stability and large surface area,
which can help enhance the CNT yield as a catalyst support layer
[5,6,11]. The Fe evaporation rate is around 0.1 nm/s as measured
in situ by a quartz crystal microbalance and ex situ calibrated by
spectroscopic ellipsometry. The sputtering rate is around 1.5 nm/
min as calibrated ex situ by ellipsometry.
The samples are then loaded in a 2 in. diameter quartz tube
furnace and subsequently heated up under flow of 1000 sccm
Argon up to 750 °C, and then annealed for 3 min in the flow of
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Fig. 1. Plot of CNT thickness vs. growth temperature for 30 min growth, the insets show SEM images of samples grow at 600, 750 and 800 °C.

200/500 sccm Ar/H2 at the same temperature where the
reducing atmosphere can assist catalyst restructuring and
activation [13,18]. In our standard growth, 10 sccm C2H2 is
introduced for CNT growth. After the growth, the sample is
cooled to room temperature in Ar. Growth temperature is varied
between 600 and 800 °C; C2H2 flow rate is changed between 5
and 55 sccm in order to understand the roles of different
experiment parameters.
In order to understand whether the CNTs follow a tip-growth
or root-growth mode, TEM is used to check if the Fe particles
are encapsulated at the tips; a pulsed-growth technique is also
performed to assist this investigation, where C2H2 flow is
switched off for 5 min between successive “layered” growths
[15,16]. One sample is grown for 15 min for the first layer and
followed by another 5-min growth for a second layer. The other
sample has three layers of 5-min growth for each.

To investigate the growth mechanism further, a comparison
was made between growths from non-patterned and micropatterned catalyst samples where both the catalyst deposition
and CNT growth are carried out at the same time.
Samples prepared in the same batch are used for growth of
different periods (up to 6 h); the plot of CNT forest thickness
against growth time is used to understand the growth kinetics.
Samples are characterized by scanning electron microscopy
(SEM, LEO 1530 VP FEGSEM, or Philips XL30 sFEG) and
transmission electron microscopy (TEM, FEI Tecnai F20,
200 kV).
3. Results and discussion
Fig. 1 shows the thickness of the CNT forest at different
growth temperature for the same growth time of 30 min. It can

Fig. 2. SEM images of samples grown at 750 °C for 30 min under (a) 200/500/5 sccm Ar/H2/C2H2 and (b) 200/500/55 sccm Ar/H2/C2H2.
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be clearly seen that the optimal growth condition is obtained at a
temperature of 750 °C under gas feeding rate of 200/500/
10sccm Ar/H2/C2H2. The yield progressively drops at increasingly lower temperature and no aligned growth is observed
when temperature is lower than 600 °C (see inset in Fig. 1). This
can be explained by the fact that, at lower temperature, the
growth is limited by the activation barrier for the surface-bulk
penetration of carbon atoms at the catalyst particles [12,17]. At
higher temperature, e.g. 800 °C (see inset in Fig. 1), the yield
drops suddenly and only large diameter CNTs and fibres are
found on the substrate. This is probably due to excessive
sintering of the catalyst particles, which results in too big
catalyst particles for high yield CNT growth [12,13,17].
Fig. 2 (a) shows that an acetylene flow of 5 sccm during
deposition also gives vertical aligned growth; however, the
thickness (100 µm) is much smaller compared to the forest
grown under 10 sccm C2H2 flow (700 µm, see inset in Fig. 1).
The lower yield is due to less amount of carbon supply under the
same deposition condition. Fig. 2 (b) shows a sample grown
under 55 sccm C2H2. This flow rate is found to be excessive and
therefore gives very low yield due to much faster poisoning of
the catalyst by quicker accumulation of amorphous carbon layer
around the Fe particle [12,14].
TEM image in Fig. 3 shows that the tubes are multi-walled
CNTs (MWNTs), with diameters in an arrange of 4–8 nm. At
the tip, as pointed by the arrow, there is no presence of Fe
particle. This suggests that the growth is likely to follow a root
growth mode. To confirm this, the pulsed growth technique
described in the experimental section is performed. Fig. 4(a)
shows two layers of CNTs, which are separated by a “marker”
probably caused by more defective growth when C2H2 is
switched off between the two periods of growth [15,16]. The
length of the first layer (345 µm) is approximately three times
that of the second layer (114 µm); therefore the first layer is
corresponding to the first 15 min growth and the second layer is
corresponding to the following 5 min growth. This confirms
that the tubes grow by root growth mode because the layer
grown at first appears at the upper section of the forest. It is also

Fig. 3. TEM images of CNTs grown on SiO2 grid with Al2O3(10 nm)/Fe(1 nm)
on the top.
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Fig. 4. SEM images for pulsed CNT growth (a) 15 min (1st layer) followed by
5 min (2nd layer) growth; (b) 5 min + 5 min + 5 min growth.

seen that this pulsed growth can be performed for a couple of
times on the same sample as shown in Fig. 4(b) where three
layers have been grown by three 5-min pulses. It is also clear
that the thickness decreases gradually from the first layer to the
second and third layer; this implies that the growth rate
decreases with time, which will be discussed later.
To understand the growth kinetics, a comparison is made
between patterned and non-patterned samples. It is found that
patterned samples consistently grow longer than non-patterned
ones. As one example, Fig. 5 shows SEM images of CNTs grown
with patterned (a, b) (1.7 mm) and non-patterned (c) (280 µm)
catalyst for a 3 h deposition. This suggests that local concentration of the active carbon species, which contributes to the
CNT growth, is much higher for the patterned sample [11]. This
confirms that under the same deposition condition, diffusion of
the carbon species from the gas phase to the catalyst particles can
limit the growth rate.
Fig. 6 shows the CNT length as a function of growth time at
750 °C under 200/500/10 sccm Ar/H2/C2H2 flow. As shown in
the inset, the CNTs grow at an average rate of about 25 µm/min
in the first 30 min. Afterwards, the growth rate gradually slows
down and finally terminates after about 120 min, with an
ultimate length of 1.5 mm. The lifetime of catalyst in our
deposition condition is significantly longer compared to other
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Fig. 5. SEM images of CNT forests grown from patterned catalyst (a), (b) is a zoom in of (a), (c) CNT forests grown from a non-patterned catalyst.

Fig. 6. Thickness vs. time plot for CNT growth at 750 °C under 200/500/10 sccm Ar/H2/C2H2 flow. The inset shows the growth rate derived from the fitting line of
thickness vs. time plot.

reports where a lifetime shorter than 10 min is often found for
thermal CVD [14,17]. The initial growth rate of our sample
(25–30 µm/min) is much smaller than a water-assisted SWCNT
growth (200–300 µm/min) [14] but it is comparable to thermal
CVD growth of MWNTs (15–60 µm/min) [3,17]. The optimal
intermediate growth rate, in our experiment, is beneficial to
obtain longer catalyst lifetime because faster growth rate will
result in quicker poisoning of the catalysts [12,14], which is
probably the case for growth with 55 sccm C2H2 (see Fig. 2 (b)).
Slower growth rate and lower yield can be achieved by using
lower C2H2 flow during deposition, which is the case for growth
under 5 sccm C2H2 flow (see Fig. 2 (a)).
4. Conclusions
We have investigated the effects of deposition temperature
and carbon precursor feeding rate on millimetre-long vertical
aligned CNT growth. A root growth mode is revealed by TEM

and a pulsed growth technique. It is also confirmed that, under
our optimised growth condition, where the growth rate is
controlled by the feeding rate of carbon precursor, an
intermediate growth rate is beneficial to achieve longer catalyst
lifetime and higher CNT yield.
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